500R8

Camden 500

500R8

Camden 500
Astoundingly transparent and detailed 500
Series preamp. Transformerless front-end
topology with 68.5dB of gain. Tailored input
impedance and headroom for mic, line and
hi-z inputs, via 3-way switch. 'Mojo' custom
analogue saturation circuit that transforms
Camden 500 into a fat, warm colourful mic
preamp, with 'Thump' and 'Cream' circuits
which can be fully bypassed. HPF, phase &
phantom power.
Camden 500

500R8 is a 28in/30out USB audio interface with high-performance conversion and
low-jitter internal clock, comprehensive monitor controller, analogue summing
mixer, zero-latency artist mixer, and 8-slot high current 500 series rack. C.A.S.T
inputs allow expansion with N22H breakout boxes.
500R8

CRA0002

RRP: £1,332.50

Camden EC1

CRA0001

RRP: £249.17

CRA0005

RRP: £83.33

CRA0006

RRP: £132.50

CRA0004

RRP: £915.83

N22
N22
Standalone 4 channel Cat 5 snake and
advanced audio distribution system using
Cranborne's C.A.S.T. system. Replaces four
balanced XLR cables with one Cat 5 cable
over distances of up to 100m. Two XLR
inputs, two XLR outputs & two 1/4" jack
outputs.

Camden EC1
N22

Preamp, Signal Processor, and Headphone
Mixer. Camden EC1 introduces one of the
cleanest and most transparent preamps on
the market into a standalone, desktop-friendly
chassis that can integrate with any audio
interface.

Camden EC1

N22H

CRA0008

RRP: £457.50

500ADAT

Standalone reference-quality headphone
amplifier, cable management system and
advanced headphone distribution system.
N22H is a headphone amp that can be
deployed exactly where it is needed - right
beside the musician, using a single Cat 5
cable. Paired with another C.A.S.T. enabled
product via Cat 5, N22H can transmit 2
mic/line signals into the connected device for
processing whilst simultaneously receiving a
stereo monitor mix directly into its
reference-quality headphone output.
N22H

500ADAT

Camden EC2
Camden EC2
Two channel 19"
preamp featuring award-winning Camden
500 preamp topology, mojo analogue
saturation circuits, and dual reference-quality
headphone amplifiers with discrete line
mixers.

Camden EC2
500ADAT is an 8-in/8-out ADAT expander that combines a 500 series rack with
high-performance AD/DA conversion and ADAT I/O that allows any engineer to
integrate the 500 series format into their studio using free ADAT I/O on the back of
many popular audio interfaces.
500ADAT

1

CRA0003

RRP: £1,165.83
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